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ATROCITY PREVENTION IN THE NEW MEDIA LANDSCAPE

Rebecca Hamilton*

Journalists have traditionally played a crucial role in building public pressure on government officials to uphold their legal obligations under the 1948 UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide. But over the past twenty years there has been radical change in the media landscape: foreign bureaus have been shuttered, young freelance journalists have taken over some of the work traditionally done by experienced foreign correspondents, and, more recently, the advent of social media has enabled people in conflict-affected areas to tell their own stories to the world. This essay assesses the impact of these changes on atrocity prevention across the different stages of the policy process. It concludes that the new media landscape is comparatively poorly equipped to raise an early warning alarm in a way that will spur preventive action, but that it is well-positioned to sustain attention to ongoing atrocities. Unfortunately, such later stages of a crisis generally provide the most limited policy options for civilian protection.

The Demise of the Foreign Correspondent

After Serb nationalists took over the Bosnian town of Prijedor in April 1992, rumors began to circulate about the existence of camps detaining Bosnian Muslims. As one U.S. government official later recalled, the information was "very tenuous" and there were "real questions about authenticity." That changed on August 2, 1992 when Newsday journalist Roy Gutman wrote that "[t]he Serb conquerors of northern Bosnia-Herzegovina have established two concentration camps in which more than a thousand civilians have been executed or starved and thousands more are being held until they die." Gutman's article, based on interviews with recently released prisoners, immediately secured the attention of U.S. government officials. Within a week, the Osmarska camp was shut down.3

Gutman was well-positioned to uncover and report credibly on the atrocities in Preijdor. Based in the region for three years with Newsday, he had previously been the Washington Post's bureau chief for the former Yugoslavia, based out of Belgrade, just four hours' drive from Prijedor.4 But foreign correspondents like Gutman are a rarity in the media landscape of the twenty-first century. The past two decades have brought about a radical change in the global media landscape that, among other developments, has led to the demise of the traditional foreign
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correspondent. From 1998 to 2011, at least twenty U.S. media outlets eliminated their foreign bureaus, with similar declines seen across other Western countries. Positions like Gutman’s no longer exist.

A crop of young freelance journalists now covers a large share of the foreign reporting for Western media outlets, and the rise of social media has enabled ordinary citizens in remote areas to report on events around them. This new media landscape has changed the information available to states seeking to fulfil—or to sidestep—their obligations to prevent genocide and other mass atrocities, as well the ability of non-state actors and the broader public to pressure states to meet their obligations.

**Traditional Media and Atrocity Prevention**

Article 1 of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide establishes that signatory states have an obligation to prevent genocide. It is an ongoing obligation, operating not only in advance of the outbreak of violence, but also once violence is underway. Still, the potential policy options flowing from the obligation change over the life cycle of a conflict, so when analyzing the impact of media coverage on preventive action, it can be useful to consider different stages of the crisis: previolence, initial violence, and ongoing violence.

In advance of the outbreak of violence, accurate media coverage serves an *early warning* function. This is the point at which high-quality information can have the greatest impact. As explained by the 2008 Task Force on Genocide Prevention, “if underlying risks and evolving dynamics can be recognized and described accurately in advance of or at the early stages of a crisis, the full panoply of policy options will be viable.”

Identifying these risks is no easy task. Traditionally, though, journalists based in countries at risk of atrocities have developed sufficient local contacts to enable them to appreciate the significance of information indicating a broader picture of looming violence. Edgar Mowrer, for example, was the Berlin bureau chief for the Chicago Daily News for a decade before Hitler came to power in 1933. From the moment of Hitler’s election, Mowrer warned about the persecution of Jews, drawing on information secretly passed to him through contacts with whom he had built trust over the course of his time in Berlin.

Of course, as the Mowrer example shows, simply exposing policy-makers to reporting on looming atrocities does not mean preventive action will follow. Nazism continued its march. And the failure to respond to such
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early warnings is, at least in terms of the U.S. government, depressingly typical. Nonetheless, it remains true that early warning information is a necessary, if not sufficient, precursor to preventive action.

Once violence begins, media coverage of the atrocities can serve a clarifying and awareness-raising function, confirming rumors and putting the violence into the public spotlight. Indeed, this publicity function, which is likely to be at its peak when atrocities begin, distinguishes the work of journalists from that of other sources. As with a reputable foreign correspondent, intelligence agents, for example, can provide states with quality information from a source they trust. Intelligence agents, however, cannot simultaneously provide that same information to millions of citizens. This may matter a great deal in terms of fostering a citizenry that pressures states to fulfill their legal obligations. Still, the connection between public awareness and the fulfilment by states of their prevention obligations should not be overplayed. Having policy-makers “do something” does not necessarily mean improved outcomes on the ground. Too often, public pressure leads to the implementation of policies more designed to appease domestic audiences than to stem the flow of violence.14

Finally, media coverage can serve an important function by sustaining attention as atrocities continue, perhaps for years after the first atrocities are reported. Maintaining coverage can be a challenge, given the long-held nexus between perceived newsworthiness and novelty. Even so, when a media outlet has a journalist permanently based in or around areas of ongoing conflict, it expects its editors to run that journalist’s reporting on a regular basis, thus mitigating the need for the journalist to justify the “novelty” value of each additional story. Continuing coverage of an ongoing crisis can help keep that crisis on a crowded policy agenda, even as new crises vie for attention.16

The New Media Landscape and Atrocity Prevention

The demise of foreign bureaus has spurred the emergence of several nonprofit organizations, led by former foreign correspondents, formed with the specific mission of funding and advocating for the publication of stories on underreported situations. As a result, a growing number of grants and fellowships are enabling young journalists to undertake project-based reporting trips, selling their stories to media outlets on a freelance basis. Also, the advent of low-cost internet access and the development of social media allow both local journalists in conflict-affected areas, as well as those without any journalism training, to broadcast local events to the rest of the world.17 It is too soon to make an unequivocal assessment of the ultimate impact of these changes on the prevention of
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atrocities, but it is possible to identify some key ways in which this new media landscape affects atrocity prevention across the life cycle of conflict.

The biggest loss arising from the demise of the foreign correspondent likely comes at the early warning stage. Living in a country for a prolonged period enables journalists to notice things that those who “parachute in,” even for weeks at a time, are unlikely to identify. Moreover, it takes time to develop the kind of trust that someone like Edgar Mowrer developed with his sources. Still, one might imagine that social media could help overcome the resulting deficit of access to sensitive local information.

There are at least three serious problems, though, with relying on social media to bridge the early warning gap left by foreign correspondents. First, the proliferation of information on social media only exacerbates a long-standing problem with early warning information—its weak signal/noise ratio. At any point, many situations display risk factors of atrocity, making it hard for policy-makers to prioritize, and often resulting in them waiting until one of the potential crises actually escalates to violence. This problem is compounded by a second concern, flowing from the rise of so-called “deep fakes.” As Alexa Koenig writes in this symposium, deep fake technology is advancing at an alarming rate. In the future, policy-makers are likely to become (appropriately) skeptical of the images and videos they see online, making it easier for them to discount the value of even authentic material disseminated through social media. The third problem is the risk of “convenience sampling”—utilizing data not because it is representative, but because it is readily accessible. Despite huge advances, access to the internet remains unevenly distributed both between and within countries. Relying on social media for early warning information is thus likely to direct attention systematically away from people with minimal internet access, who also tend to be those in parts of the globe with the fewest resources to respond to atrocities.

Turning to the outbreak of atrocities, this is the part of the lifecycle of conflict where coverage has been least affected by the new media landscape. The trope that “if it bleeds it leads” is as true today as it always has been. As Bill Keller, former executive editor of the New York Times, has observed about many of the young freelancers covering the foreign reporting gap, “They gravitate to the bang-bang, because that’s what editors and broadcast producers will pay for.”

This maintenance of the status quo is not necessarily a positive one from an atrocity prevention perspective. Editorial decisions about which conflicts to cover often turn on the perceived interest of the audience, and studies have repeatedly identified economic and cultural proximity as factors that editors use when assessing the

20 While this essay explores the potentially positive role of social media, the very same tools can of course be used in a negative way. For an analysis of the way in which social media can be used to facilitate the commission, rather than prevention of genocide, see Human Rights Council, Report of the Detailed Findings of the Independent International Fact-Finding Mission on Myanmar, UN Doc. A/HRC/39/CRP.2 (Sept. 17, 2018). See also Emma Irving, *Suppressing Atrocity Speech on Social Media*, 113 AJIL Unbound 256 (2019).
27 Id.
newsworthiness of an international issue. To the degree that major news organizations are based in powerful
countries, their coverage has traditionally skewed toward crises that are economically or culturally connected to
them, leading to some conflicts being systematically underreported. The work being funded by nonprofit orga-
nizations with a mission to support coverage of neglected conflicts, while difficult to quantify, may eventually
improve upon the traditional status quo in which the suffering of some populations is routinely prioritized
over the suffering of others.

Finally, and perhaps surprisingly, the question of sustaining attention to ongoing atrocities may present the most
promising aspect of the new media landscape. Keeping editors interested in an ongoing crisis has always been hard.
The demise of foreign bureaus meant that the hurdles to running stories from ongoing crises were raised even
higher. With no staff reporter in place to cover the situation, editors would have to commit additional resources to
get those stories, which was challenging to justify when the novelty aspect of the newsworthiness calculation was
already weak. The nonprofit organizations referenced above may mitigate this problem. More promising still is the
role of social media. For those living through atrocities, violence need not be new to be newsworthy. Of course, all
of the same concerns with social media identified above apply here too—the risk of information overload, the
challenge of falsified information, and the problem of convenience sampling. Nonetheless, where local actors
do have the ability to share authentic information through social media, the benefit—relative to traditional
media—is that they will do so regardless of whether it is the first week or the eighth year of the crisis. As a result,
policy-makers are exposed to “unrelenting pressure” from the flow of information on at least a subset of atroc-
ities. In the case of ongoing atrocities in Syria, where locals actors have internet access and much work has gone
into authenticating the content they upload, former White House officials have attributed that pressure to
President Obama’s eventual decision to provide support to rebels inside Syria.

In sum, the impact of changes in the media landscape varies considerably over the lifecycle of a conflict. The
new media landscape is at its weakest in advance of violent conflict breaking out. This is unfortunate since this is
the stage when a full range of policy options—including noncoercive actions foregrounding diplomacy—are gen-
erally available to prevent atrocities. By contrast, when it comes to sustaining coverage of an ongoing crisis, the rise
of social media and of independently-funded freelance reporting projects may actually increase policy attention.
While this is to be celebrated, it does not—from an atrocity prevention perspective—offset the loss of policy atten-
tion at the front end of a crisis.

31 Id. Of course, in terms of outcomes, that policy intervention has not succeeded. But that does not diminish the connection between the flow of information and policy action seeking to mitigate ongoing atrocities.